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NUMEN project@LNS 
Nuclear Matrix Elements of  Neutrinoless Double Beta Decays by  

Heavy Ion Double Charge Exchange Reactions  

0νββ decay rate [T1/2]-1 can be factorized as a phase-space factor G0ν, the nuclear matrix element (NME) M0ν and a term  f
(mi,Uei) containing the masses mi and the mixing coefficients Uei of the neutrino species  

The DCE (18O,18Ne) reaction as a probe for the β+β+ transitions and the (20Ne,20O), or 
alternatively the (12C,12Be), for the β-β-  

12C, 18O, 20Ne to energies between 15 and 30 MeV/u  
 

Experimental Setup: 
CS beam –MAGNEX magnetic spectrometer 

- The CS accelerator upgrades current from 100 W to 5 - 10 kW 
- The MAGNEX -focal plane detector will be upgraded from 2 khz to 500 khz 

Major upgrade of LNS facilities 



Focal Plane Detector  
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50 mg/cm2 self-supporting 13C target at 84 MeV incident energy.
The outgoing ejectiles, produced in the different reactions, were
momentum analysed by the MAGNEX spectrometer located at 121
central laboratory angle (actual spanned interval 7–191, solid
angle 50 msr) and detected by the focal plane detector FPD
[14,15]. The magnetic field was set in order to transport the 16O
ejectiles, corresponding to the population of the ground state of
the 15C in the 13C(18O,16O8+)15C reaction, 8% above the reference
momentum, thus exploring the excited states of 15C up to about
22 MeV excitation energy.

The FPD is a large (!1600"255"500 mm3) gas-filled hybrid
detector with a wall of 45 large area silicon detectors
(50"70"0.5 mm3) at the back. The detector measures the
horizontal and vertical coordinates (xf, yf) of each incident particle
at four sequential planes crossed by the ion trajectory, thus
determining the respective angles (yf, ff). It also measures
the energy loss in the gas and the residual energy released in
the silicon detectors wall. In the standard operation the signals
of the silicon detectors give also the stop for the time of flight
(TOF) of the particles through the spectrometer, the start being
provided by a specific detector, which is located in front of
the target and is based on a micro-channel plate electron
amplifier [16].

As shown in Fig. 1 many different ejectiles are produced in the
experimental conditions mentioned above. In Fig. 1a El represents
the measured energy loss by the ions along the focal plane
detector. One can immediately notice the poor resolution, due to
the broad distribution of the tracks length of the ions inside the
detector. This is a direct consequence of the wide range of
the horizontal angle at the focus (451oyfo751) intrinsically
connected with the large acceptance and the angular
magnification of this kind of device [2]. The effect of the vertical
angle is much smaller since this is always within 721 around 01.
Numerically one gets a ratio of about five between the longest and
the shortest track without the measurement of the horizontal
angle. The obtained angular resolution of about 0.61 gives a
contribution to the accuracy on the energy loss corrected for the
track length El

corr of about 1.3% at 501 incident angle and 2.9% at
701. In Fig. 1b El

corr is plotted versus Er, showing a drastic
improvement in the quality of the data [11]. The observed
resolution tends to be worse for heavier ions due to a non-linear
behavior of the detector for larger signals in this experiment. That
is likely due to space charge phenomena around the
multiplication wires emphasized by the observed pollution of
the isobutane active gas. The resolution in the El

corr parameter is
lower than 4% up to the nitrogen ions, mainly due to the
electronic noise. This gives a contribution of about 0.1% to the
overall reconstruction of the kinetic energy and about 2% in the Z
parameter (Z/DZ#48), thus allowing identification up to the
cadmium isotopes.

In Fig. 2a an example of the PID in terms of the xf–T
two-dimensional spectrum gated on the El

corr–Er one is shown.
The isotopes are separated but the loci present a sizeable width.
A careful inspection of the 17O and 16O shows the presence of
narrow lines, recognized as known states of the residual 14C and
15C nuclei. These lines are quite instructive to demonstrate the
strong effect of the chromatic aberrations. The different slopes
observed for the different states make hardly any attempt to
upgrade the resolution by simple heuristic transformation of
the data.

In order to estimate the achieved resolution, the selected data
are projected into a one-dimensional spectrum of Tn obtained by
the transformation T

! # T$%18:7x2f &35:7xf ', which minimizes the
width of the projected peaks of the oxygen loci over the new
horizontal axis. A subsequent calibration of the Tn parameter does
allow one to get an atomic number or mass spectrum as that

shown in Fig. 2b. A resolution of about 1/72 in the mass of the
oxygen isotopes is measured in this way.

In Fig. 3 an example of the PID is shown in terms of the d–T
two-dimensional spectrum gated on the El

corr–Er one. The
performance of the technique in discriminating the 8+ oxygen
isotopes is evident. Similar results are obtained for all the other
detected ions. To get an estimate of the achieved resolution the
selected data are projected into a one-dimensional spectrum of Tn

obtained by the transformation T
! # T$%450:1d2&173:7d', which

removes the effect of the inclination and the curvature of the
oxygen loci observed in Fig. 3. The mass spectrum is again
obtained by calibration. A resolution of 1/160 in the mass of the
oxygen isotopes is measured. The same result is obtained for all
the detected ions and has been confirmed in other experiments.

A closer inspection of the sources of uncertainties in the
achieved mass resolution shows that the contribution of p is
negligible (Dp/p!0.15%), as measured by fitting known energy
levels in the reconstructed momentum spectra. Instead the

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional spectra measured in the 18O + 13C reaction at 84 MeV
and scattering angle of ysc#7–191 for unselected events. (a) El–Er spectrum
without correction for the trajectory length. (b) Effects of the correction. The
contour line represents the graphical selection on the oxygen 8+ ions.
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contribution of T (DT/2T!0.25%) to the overall mass resolution is
dominating. In Table 1 the effects of the different components of
the kinetic energy to the overall resolution are listed. One notices
the dominant effect due to the dead layers of gas and the detector
window.

4. Conclusions

We developed a technique that allows for the identification of
heavy ions in a dispersive magnetic spectrometer based on the
sole use of highly performing detectors located in the region of
the focal plane. The main requirement for the application of this is
the good reconstruction of the ion’s kinetic energy, since the
magnetic rigidity is normally measured with high resolution. The
major achievement is the possibility to avoid the measurement of
the TOF parameter, still getting enough resolution to unambigu-
ously identify ions in most of the cases where a spectrometer is
intended to be used. This greatly improves the flexibility of a

spectrometer, especially when large solid angles are covered,
since the problems connected with the use of a start detector for
the measurement of the TOF are overcome. In particular it
becomes possible to measure at very forward angles (including
zero degree). Moreover the degrading effects due to the start
detector active materials are avoided, thus improving, especially
at low energies, the final achievable momentum resolution. In
addition it becomes much easier to couple ancillary detectors to
the spectrometer for coincidence measurements.

The technique discussed in this paper does not require
additional detectors with respect to those used at the focal plane
of most of the existing magnetic spectrometers and thus can be
easily extended to other modern devices with large acceptance as
VAMOS or PRISMA [3,4].

To conclude we believe that new generation spectrometers
could be designed in a way that could avoid the use of the TOF
measurement, provided that particular attention is paid to
refining the methods presented in this paper.
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Fig. 2. (a) xf–T spectrum for the selected oxygen 8+ ions. (b) Projection of such data on the atomic number parameter A.

Fig. 3. (a) d–T spectrum for the selected oxygen 8+ ions. (b) The A obtained histogram.

Table 1
Main sources of uncertainty in the measurement of the ions kinetic energy (see
text).

DEr/2T DEl/2T DEd/2T

0.1% 0.1% 0.25%
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Upgrade of Focal Plane Detector 

- 

+ 

Multiwire gas trackerand ΔE stage 

Double-hit probability at 
500 kHz > 30%   

A much higher granularity  
is necessary!!!   

From Multiwire gas tracker     à     to gas tracker based on micro-
        pattern amplifiers(no ΔE) 

From 7 X 5 cm2 silicon Wall    à     to  telescopes (ΔE+E) wall 
           with higher granularity and 
        different materials 

500 kHz 

Radiation  
hardness 1014 ions/cm2 in ten years of  activity 

Si detector dead @ 109 implanted ions/cm2   

Wall of  60 Silicon 
detectors 

Limited to 1-2 kHz  
It is necessary change 

system!   

We must change detectors  



 
 

Property Diamond GaN 4H SiC  Si 
Eg [eV] 5.5 3.39 3.26 1.12 
Ebreakdown [V/cm] 107 4·106 2.2·106 3·105 
µe [cm2/Vs] 1800 1000 800 1450 
µh [cm2/Vs] 1200 30 115 450 
 vsat [cm/s] 2.2·107 - 2·107 0.8·107 
 Z 6 31/7 14/6 14 
εr 5.7 9.6 9.7 11.9 
e-h energy [eV] 13 8.9 7.6-8.4 3.6 
Density [g/cm3] 3.515 6.15 3.22 2.33 
Displacem. [eV] 43 ≥15 25 13-20 
 

PID requirements for NUMEN 
ü  1x1 cm2 ΔE-E telescope  
ü  thickness of  ΔE stage 100 µm  
ü  thickness of  E stage 500-1000 µm  
ü  hard to the radiation damage 
ü  good energy resolution (1-2 %) 
ü  High stability (electric and thermal) 

 
•  Wide bandgap (3.3eV)  
⇒  It has much lower 

leakage current 
than silicon 
 

•  Signal (for MIP !): 
Diamond   36 e/µm 
SiC            51 e/µm 
Si  89 e/µm 

⇒  It has more charge than  
diamond Si/SiC≈2  

 
•  Higher displacement 

than threshold silicon 
⇒  radiation harder than 

silicon 

NUMEN 

RD50 - CERN M.Moll , NIM in Physics Research A 511 (2003) 97–105 



Radiation hardness 
Understanding radiation damage in solid state detectors is 
vital for the experiment NUMEN and future applications.  

Defects in the semiconductor lattice create energy levels in the band 
gap between valence and conduction band.  
Depending on the position of  these energy levels the following effects 
will occur:  
-Modification of the effective doping concentration  

Shift of  the depletion voltage.  

caused by shallow energy levels (close to the band edges). – 
-Trapping of charge carriers  

 reduced lifetime of  charge carriers  
 Mainly caused by deep energy levels. 

-Easier thermal excitement of electron(-) and hole(+)  
 increase of  the leakage current  

 



Displacement  
The minimum energy transfer in a collision to dislocate a silicon atom is 
Emin≈15 eV (depending on the crystal orientation). 
 
The energy at which the dislocation probability in silicon is 50% is Ed ≈ 
25 eV (displacement energy). 
 
Below Ed only lattice oscillations are exited and no damage occurs.  

POINT DEFECT. 
A vacancy-interstitial pair is called a 
Frenkel-defect.  

CLUSTER DEFECT  
In hard impacts the primary knock-on atom 
displaces additional atoms. These defects are called 
cluster defects.  



Radiation hardness 

1 MeV Si+ 

Φ=1x109-1x1013 ioni/cm2 
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SiC	  are	  less	  sensi+ve	  to	  the	  radia+on	  damage.	  	  

A= detector area 
W=term related to the junction thickness 
Nt=number of  traps/defect 
Ec=energy of  conduction band 
Et=energy of  trapping levels 

The	  genera)on	  current	  depends	  exponen)ally	  on	  
the	  energy	  level	  Et	  of	  the	  trapping	  level.	  
	  
 
The levels in the mid-gap region are 
undesired and increase leakage current 

SiC 

Fluency (ions/cm2) 

F. La Via C.N.R.-Catania  
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SRIM - The stopping and range of  ions in matter (2010) 
Volume 268, Issues 11-12, June 2010, Pages 1818-1823 
James F. Ziegler | M. D. Ziegler | J. P. Biersack 



O18+SiC 
E=60MeV.A 

O18+SiC 
E=2MeV.A 

843745 vacancies 
63234 vacancies 

About 2MeV.A O18 produce a quite homogeneous vacancy distribution,  

while more energetic  with 60MeV.A form more cluster (circle)  and discrete 
defects."

Simulation (SRIM2013) of  defect formation with radiation and diffusion.The 
simulations show the microscopic picture of  defect distribution.  

 The plots are projections over 1µm ofdepth(z) and correspond to a fluence of  
1014part(MeV.A/cm2) 

1µm  *  1µm  1µm  *  1µm  



Vacancies on Si & SiC 



Why SiC ? 
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SiC  
Two SiC were irradiated using 16O ions 
at 35.2 MeV. The ratio between the 
peak centroid of  the 16O energy 
spectrum after the irradiation over the 
same peak centroid before the 
irradiation & fluence. It is evident 
that, by increasing the fluence, the 
energy peak, for both SiC moves 
toward lower channels, indicating an 
increasing incompleteness in the 
charge collection. 



LASER 
ABLATION 

oxidation and metallization front 

reduction thickness and metallization back 

epitaxy of  anode and cathode 
on intrinsic semi-insulating substrate 
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SiC detector construction: state of art 

The Schottky diodes are 
fabricated on epitaxyal 
layer grow  onto high-
purity 4H–SiC n-type 
substrate.  



Detector telescope SiC with Geant4 simulation 
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